
Colourful revelation
“The colours and textures have enhanced the original elegance, proportions and 
character of the house while improving its function and comfort. It remains 
an old house, but it is new to live in.”

Les Dykstra, principal architect, Architects Les Dykstra
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Preceding pages and these pages: One of the aims 
of this renovation project was to provide a more 
obvious entranceway to the house – the owner had 
commented that visitors often came to the wrong 
door. In order to signal the formal entrance clearly to 
guests, the frames and shingles underneath the bay 
windows that flank it were painted white. Sections 
of the  paving, which had extended up to the walls 
of the house, were removed, and flowerbeds were 
used to mark out a defined pathway.

California dreaming 
A radical change of the interior colour scheme of this Californian bungalow 
makes the most of its classic features and highlights the magnificent view

A seemingly simple design request 
can lead to more than anticipated 
when renovating a home. 

The owner of this 1920s Californian 
bungalow asked the architect in charge of 
its renovation, Les Dykstra, principal of 
Architects Les Dykstra, to include a red 
door in his plans. 

“Rather than limit the red to the front 
door, I suggested we use a deep burgundy 
colour to paint the interior faces of the 
exterior walls,” Dykstra says.

The idea flowed from the discovery of 

beautiful, rimu wood flooring underneath 
the existing, worn-out carpet. A key objec-
tive of the renovation brief as set out by 
the owner was to undo various alterations 
made to the bungalow, which were out-of-
keeping with its original character. Dykstra 
wanted to restore the floorboards, as well 
as various other vintage features, to their 
former glory.

 Given the rich, red hues of the rimu, 
Dykstra and the owner settled on a colour 
palette which included red, specifically 
burgundy. Dykstra’s rationale behind 



Above left and above: The original fireplace was 
diminutive with a nondescript red-brick surround. 
The owner wanted a focal point for the living room, 
which she and Dykstra created by adding a tall 
timber frame around the fireplace that matches 
the scale, colour and panelling of the bay window 
frames. The fire surround was painted grey to 
provide a contrast to the light of the fire.

Facing page, lower: The cabinet in the hallway is a 
Tibetan antique. The ornate, inlaid detail on its doors 
features stylised landscapes and flowers, bringing a 
sense of the outside world into the house.

painting all the perimeter walls this colour 
was threefold. It provides a means of 
orientation and a consistency in the deco-
rating scheme throughout the home.

Secondly, the strength and warmth of 
the burgundy, which combines to cosy 
effect with the timber flooring, is a con-
trasting foil for the white frames of the 
doors and windows, bringing out the 
leading and panelled details of the latter. 

Lastly, by using a dark colour around 
all the windows, the view is framed and 
light is invited into the house – another 

central aim of the renovation brief.
Dykstra says the colour scheme has 

been so successful in emphasising the 
windows and the view, that several of the 
owner’s friends thought the windows next 
to the fireplace, an original, but previously 
unexceptional feature, was a product of 
the renovation project.

The living room ceiling had previously 
been painted a dark brown, which had 
the effect of compressing the space. By 
repainting it an off-white, Dykstra lifted 
the height of the room and increased the 

impression of space in the room. Moreover, 
the batten ceiling, formerly obscured by 
the dark colour, now stands out, the shad-
ows it now visibly casts throwing the 
lattice into relief.

All internal non-perimeter walls were 
painted a shade of white, which appears 
either green or blue tinged depending on 
the time of day and light.

“The use of a light, cool colour on the 
remaining interior walls balances the dark 
warmth of the burgundy. The off-white of 
the ceiling has the effect of neutralising 

both colours,” says Dykstra.
The floor in two of the bedrooms 

needed levelling, which meant removing 
the rimu flooring. Rather than laying new 
floorboards and risking a bad match and 
for the sake of barefoot comfort,  carpet 
was put down in the bedrooms and pas-
sage. Dykstra threw a third type of flooring 
into the mix with tiling in the kitchen and 
adjoining breakfast area, courtyard, con-
servatory,  garage linkway and bathroom. 

The changes in flooring signal transi-
tions between different zones in the home: 



Facing page: Dykstra used the dimensions of the 
batten ceiling in the dining and living room to 
recreate the effect in two of the bedrooms. Earlier 
renovations had seen the original ceilings in these 
rooms plastered over.

Above: The kitchen had been a dimly-lit space 
prior to the redesign. Dykstra used recessed lights 
to brighten the room at night and a new, central 
skylight to direct sunlight in by day.

carpet in the private areas; floorboards in 
the public, entertaining spaces; and tiles 
in the practical areas of the bathroom and 
kitchen. By using floor tiles in the kitchen 
and breakfast area, and the adjacent 
outside area of the courtyard and semi-
outside area of the conservatory, there is 
also an element of flow between the inte-
rior and exterior spaces.

Dykstra used two tones of tile, laying 
alternate tones in each area to differentiate 
between them. The centre tile of every area 
is also in the opposing tone to centre each 

space – another means of orientation.
In the bathroom, the owner wanted to 

stay true to the original, simplistic styling 
of the Californian bungalow. The tapware, 
toilet and basin are new, but the rimu 
wood vanity is original. The wood was 
reconditioned and the frame altered to fit 
the new basin.

To retain the look of the painted timber 
tongue and groove in the shower area, 
Dykstra used a replica tongue-and-groove 
cement sheet painted with industrial 
grade, waterproof paint.



Facing page top and lower: Extensive use of painted 
and plain timber gives the room a warm feel. In the 
bedroom, curtains with a bold poppy print bring a 
sense of the landscape outside into the house.

Legend for before plan: 1 hallway, 2 master 
bedroom, 3 sun porch, 4 living room, 5 dining room, 
6 kitchen, 7 tool shed, 8 study, 9 guest bedroom, 
10 garage.

Legend for after plan: 1 hallway, 2 master bedroom, 
3 reading room, 4 living room, 5 dining room, 
6 kitchen, 7 breakfast area, 8 garage linkway, 9 
conservatory, 10 bedrooms, 11 study.

Architect and interior designer: Les Dykstra, 
NZIA, principal architect, Ben Mak and Betty Chung, 
Architects Les Dykstra Ltd (Auckland)
Main contractor: Precision Projects Limited
Doors and windows: Total Timba Joinery
Window/door hardware: Wilson & Macindoe
Tile flooring: Ca Rossa and Ca Nose tiles from 
Jacobsen
Flooring: Feltex from John Kasper Carpets
Paints: Resene, Dulux
Kitchen cabinetry and benchtops: Generation IV 
from Superior Kitchens 
Lighting: Aesthetics Lighting, Superlux, Light Industry, 
Crowsen Electrical

This stylistic solution is as practical 
as tiling and avoided the need to intro-
duce another material into the bathroom. 
Dykstra also felt tiling the shower would 
make the space feel smaller relative to 
maintaining the appearance of tongue and 
groove. He specified a plain glass shower 
cubicle so as not to obstruct the space and 
to show off the apparent woodwork.

Dykstra not only planned out where 
the furniture should be placed throughout 
the house to promote fluid interior flow, 
but also helped source many of the pieces. 

The owner expressed a preference for  
oriental-themed furniture, and Dykstra 
helped her choose a variety of pieces from 
highly decorative to plain and modern.

In the bedroom, a pair of modern, ori-
ental teak side tables fit well with the bold 
patterning of the curtains and Manchester. 
Their austere, stripped back style allowed 
Dykstra the freedom to choose soft-fur-
nishings which make a strong statement.

 Dykstra used full-drop curtains in 
all the bedrooms despite their small win-
dows, to increase the sense of grandeur.

Blinds and drapes: SP Blinds, Artifications Interiors
Heating: Heatwell
Splashback: Temafloat from Metropolitan
Oven, cooktop, ventilation, refrigeration, and 
dishwasher: Smeg
Shower: Piatto Doccia from Michel César
Shower enclosure: Temafloat from Metropolitan
Basin: Villeroy & Boch from LG Carder  
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